≥ , for any two distinct vertices , ∈ ( ). The radio antipodal mean number of denoted by ,is the maximum number assigned to any vertex of . The radio antipodal mean number of , denoted by is the minimum value of taken over all radio antipodal mean labelings of . we determine an upper bound for the radio antipodal mean number of path, circle, wheel, mesh and enhanced mesh. Theorem1.1: Let be a path . Then the radio antipodal mean number of is 3 − 10.
Theorem1.2:
The radio antipodal mean number of circle is = − 3, , ℎ > 7 − 3, , ℎ > 6 Theorem1.3: The radio antipodal mean number of the wheel is given by Claim: To prove that ( ) ≠ ( ).
Case (i):
If ∈ is not a boundary vertex then it is adjacent to the vertices −1 −1 , +1 +1 , −1 , +1 . Since the length of distance between them is one and , < . Clearly the adjacent vertices of which are adjacent to each other does not receive the same map under .
Case (ii):
If ∈ is a boundary vertex then it is adjacent to the vertices −1 , +1 , +1 +1 or +1 , +1 , then the adjacent vertices of which are adjacent to each other does not receive the same map under . Clearly ( ) ≠ ( ), for all , ∈
. Hence the given labeling are distinct when , < . 
Radio Antipodal Mean Number of Extended Mesh

Conclusion:
In this paper, we introduced a new labeling called radio antipodal mean labeling and weobtainedthe radio antipodal mean number for path, circle, wheel, mesh and its derived architectures. Futher, we investigate the problems in various interconnection networks such as butterfly, benes, honeycomb etc.
